A heavy particle comparative study. Part III: OER and RBE.
The results of a comparative study of heavy particles of interest in radiotherapy are reported in four parts. In this Part III, cell-survival measurements under aerobic and hypoxic conditions were made for various heavy particle beams. For heavy charged-particle beams, the measurements were made at the beam entrance (plateau), peak centre (10 cm wide peaks), and distal peak (1 cm from dose fall-off). Chinese hamster cells (V79) were used. Metabolic depletion was used to obtain hypoxia. The results indicate that the differences in RBE between the entrance region and peak are not very large when the Bragg peaks are broadened to 10 cm. The RBE for argon ions remains the same at the entrance and peak centre, and the RBE at the distal side of the Bragg peak is significantly reduced compared to the peak centre and entrance region because of saturation effects at high LET. The OER for protons is not significantly different from that for X rays. The OER for helium ions, carbon ions, and negative pions is larger, for neon ions is similar, and for argon ions is smaller when compared with fast neutrons. The OER values for heavy ions are higher than expected and could be due to a large delta-ray penumbra associated with the energy deposited by energetic heavy ions. The oxygen effect may depend upon energy deposition over distances of the order of nanometers.